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www.airlight.in
Airlight founded in 1993, Engaged R & D manufacturing and installation of Automatic fire detection and warning system.

**ABOUT**

End to end solution from small office building to large defense, industrial, residential, commercial and ship building.

**APPLICATION**

Products are developed and manufactured in india. No customs duty, import expenses. Airlight technology provides ultimate advantage is, it requires very less cables, which saves upto 40-60% of total cost of the system.

**COST BENIFITS**

ISO9001-2015 certified company. Products are tested using indian NABL accredited labs. Primarily the products are made and supplied for defense buildings, meets military standard MIL416E. Which is beyond commercial standard like IS, UL, EN.

**QUALITY**

IITians have styled the products to go with luxury interior of the building.

**STYLE**

Established in 1993, Sustained in the field for more then 25 years. It is service oriented organization. Having contract with defense upto year 2028, Having own technology, manufacturing unit, technically competent management.

**SUSTAINABILITY**

Includes Indian Ministry of Defense (Air force, Army), various hospitals, hotels, premium residential apartments, VIP offices, Industrial and commercial complexes etc.in India.

**CLIENT BASE**

Airlight offers extended warranty, technical retainer ship, on-line and off-line maintenance.

**AFTER SALES SERVICE & AMC**

Airlight technology supports remote monitoring through internet, therefore customer gets maintenance and service support at lower cost. Airlight offers calibration of smoke detectors which is required as per government rules.

**TURNKEY SOLUTION**

1. Addressable Fire Detection and Warning System
5. LPG Detection and Alarm System.
PRODUCTS

FIRE DETECTORS
- Addressable smoke, heat and multi sensor.
- Addressable smoke, multisensor with sounder.
- Conventional smoke, heat and multi sensor.
- Wireless addressable smoke, heat and multi sensor.
- Standalone smoke and multi sensor.

MANUAL CALL POINT
Addressable, Conventional and Wireless manual call point.

GAS LEAK DETECTORS
Addressable, Conventional and Standalone gas leak detector.

SOUNDER / SPEAKER / TALK BACK UNIT
- Addressable, Conventional and Wireless sounder beacon.
- Addressable speakers, driver unit.
- Addressable talkback unit.

CENTRAL MONITORING SYSTEM

FIRE ALARM PANEL
- Addressable fire alarm, public address and talkback control panel.
- Conventional fire alarm panels.
- LPG leak detection panel.

LINEAR HEAT SENSING CABLE AND INTERFACE UNIT
- Addressable and Conventional analogue and digital interface unit.
- Analogue and digital LHS cable.